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groom promised to ____ each other through sickness and health.

(05/12)A) cherish B)nourish C)roster D) nominate2. It was a

wonderful occasion which we will ＿＿＿for many years to come.

(05/6)A) conceive B) clutch C) contrive D) cherish3. He still

________ the memory of his carefree childhood spent in that small

wooden house of his grandparents. (05/1)A) nourishes B) cherishes

C) fancies D) scans4. The old couple now still ________ for their

beloved son, 30 years after his death. (04/6)A) cherish B) groan C)

immerse D) mourn 5. Most people in the modern world _______

freedom and independence more than anything else. (03/6)A)

embody B) cherish C)fascinate D)illuminate Appropriate(4次)1.

Shoes of this kind are ________ to slip on wet ground. (02/1)A)

feasible B) appropriate C) apt D) fitting2. For many patients,

institutional care is the most ______ and beneficial form of care.

(00/6)A) pertinent B) appropriate C) acute D) persistent3. For many

patients, institutional care is the most _______ and beneficial form of

care. (98/6)A) persistent B) appropriate C) thoughtful D)

sufficient4. I think she hurt my feelings __________ rather than by

accident as she claimed. (97/1)A) virtually B) deliberately C) literally

D) appropriatelyExpire(3次)1. Weeks _______ before anyone was

arrested in connection with the bank robbery. (02/12)A) terminated

B) elapsed C) overlapped D) expired2. If Japan ________ its relation



with that country it will have to find another supplier of raw

materials. (01/6)A)precludes B)terminates C)partitions D) expires 3.

Mike just discovered that his passport had _______ three months

ago. (99/6)A) abolished B) expired C) amended D)

constrainedExplicit(3次)1. She gave ________ directions about the

way the rug should be cleaned. (05/1)A) explicit B) brisk C)

transient D) opaque2. Creating so much confusion, Mason realized

he had better make ____ what he was trying to tell the

audience.(03/12)A) exclusive B) explicit C) objective D) obscure3.

The law on drinking and driving is ________ stated.

(01/6)A)extravagantly B)empirically C)exceptionally

D)explicitlyEmbody(2次)1. In mountainous regions, much of the

snow that falls is ___ into ice. (04/6)A) dispersed B) embodied C)

compiled D) compacted 2. Most people in the modern world _____

freedom and independence more than anything else. (03/6)A)

embody B) cherish C) fascinate D) illuminate Empirical(2次)1. The

law on drinking and driving is ________ stated.

(01/6)A)extravagantly B)empirically C)exceptionally D)explicitly 2.

Mr. Smith became very ______ when it was suggested that he had

made a mistake. (00/6)A) ingenious B) empirical C) objective D)
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